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Abstract

Recent advances in generative models such as GPT may be used to fabricate indistinguish-
able fake customer reviews at a much lower cost, posing challenges for social media plat-
forms to detect this kind of content. This study addresses two research questions: (1) the
effective detection of AI-generated restaurant reviews generated from high-quality elite au-
thentic reviews, and (2) the comparison of out-of-sample predicted AI-generated reviews and
authentic reviews across multiple dimensions of review, user, restaurant, and content char-
acteristics. We fine-tuned a GPT text detector to predict fake reviews, significantly outper-
forming existing solutions. We applied the model to predict non-elite reviews that already
passed the Yelp filtering system, revealing that AI-generated reviews typically score higher
ratings, users posting such content have less established Yelp reputations and AI-generated
reviews are more comprehensible and less linguistically complex than human-generated re-
views. Notably, machine-generated reviews are more prevalent in low-traffic restaurants in
terms of customer visits.

Keywords: AI-generated Content, Natural Language Generation, Fake Review Detection,
GPT, Social Media

Introduction

Online reviews have served as valuable signals about product quality that may bridge information asym-
metries between customers and sellers in online marketplaces, which in turn influence customer purchases
(Duan et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2008; Ott et al. 2012; Vana and Lambrecht 2021). Fake reviews can be de-
fined as opinion-based disinformation, which is fabricated and propagated by spammers with the ambition
of misleading and deceiving customers (Paul and Nikolaev 2021). With the prevalence of review systems
embedded in social media, such as TripAdvisor, Yelp, and Facebook, fake reviews have also been witnessed
to proliferate on these platforms, aiming to mislead customers by pretending to be authentic, in order to
achieve unjustly competitive gains for certain businesses (Jindal and Liu 2008; Ott et al. 2012; Ott et al.
2011). The COVID-19 pandemicmay further exacerbate the issue becausemany less-experienced customers
are forced to make more online purchases and tend to rely on reviews more heavily (McCluskey 2022). Ac-
cording to a report fromWorld Economic Forum, fake reviews’ economic impact on global online spending
has reached $152 billion in recent years (Marciano 2021).

Given that the fundamental value of reviews is rooted in their authenticity that reflects customers’ truth-
ful experience, fake reviews would not only harm customers but also severely threaten to erode trust in
online review systems and damage the reputation of social media platforms (He et al. 2022; Ma and Lee
2014). Typically, He et al. (2022) showed that there exists a market of fake reviews, and sellers choose to
rely on paid review farms for content creation. To this end, major platforms propose countermeasures to
fight review fraud with both manual analyses by the content moderation team and automated systems. For
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example, since 2019, TripAdvisor has started to publish the transparency report outlining its effort to keep
fake reviews off the site. The most recent report in 2021 revealed that over 2 million (3.6%) of reviews were
determined to be fraudulent (TripAdvisor 2021). In a similar vein, Yelp implemented an automated rec-
ommendation software to filter off 4.3 million suspicious reviews out of 19.6 million reviews and has been
displaying the most reliable and helpful reviews on the main business pages (McCluskey 2022).

However, social media still face significant challenges to counteract not only user-generated fake reviews
but alsomachine-generated fake reviews, because of advances in generative large language models (LLMs)
such as GPT-based models (OpenAI 2023), including ChatGPT, a chatbot that leverages their architecture
to engage in human-like conversations and provide support to users in question-answering tasks. LLMs
possess the ability to produce textual content that emulates human writing styles to the point where it be-
comes nearly indistinguishable from the human-generated text. On the one hand, fake reviews fabricated by
LLMs trained on real reviews have become essentially indiscernible. One study employing currently obso-
lete AI text generators showed that machine-generated fake reviews could evade human detection and even
receive a higher score of perceived usefulness compared to human-written reviews (Yao et al. 2017). On the
other hand, the cost of machine-generated reviews is considerably lower than buying from sellers of human-
crafted fake reviews. One study reported an average commission of $6.24 for buying human-written fake
reviews (He et al. 2022). Whereas, GPT models such as ChatGPT, which are experiencing mass adoption
(Heikkilä 2022), may be prompted tomaliciously generate fake reviews at no cost or at aminimal fraction of
that cost (see prices in the Fake Reviews Generation Section). In addition, GPT models present a high level
of accessibility and user-friendliness, as they can simply be accessed by creating an account at OpenAI.com,
using its playground at https://platform.openai.com/playground.

Overall, there is a large body of literature aimed at detecting, explaining, and analyzing how user-generated
fake reviews impact both customers and social media platforms (Paul and Nikolaev 2021; Wu et al. 2020).
However, no effort has beendirected toward explaining, under different heterogeneousmetrics, howmachine-
generated reviews are present on suchplatforms thus far, leaving a critical research gap in the literature. This
paper aims to close such a research gap. We conjecture that machine-generated reviews may have a fraud-
ulent nature because (1) they lack the authenticity and personal touch of a genuine review, i.e., the content
of the review might not accurately represent the users’ experience, thus not providing accurate feedback,
and (2) they have a limited perspective, lacking the contextual knowledge and experience that humans have,
meaning that machine-generated reviews may not take into account factors that are important to the users
such as their preferences, past experiences, and expectations. For these reasons,machine-generated reviews
can be considered a subset of fake reviews aimed at distorting customer experiences. Formally, we define
AI-generated fake reviews as reviews that are generated by AI systems using deep learning and natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) techniques rather than by actual customers. For clarity, we will interchangeably use
the terms AI-generated,machine-generated, and GPT-generated to refer to this concept for the rest of the
paper.

In summary, this paper aims to address the following empirical research questions:

RQ1: How can AI-generated fake reviews fabricated from high quality user-generated authentic reviews
be effectively detected?

RQ2: How do AI-generated fake reviews and user-generated authentic reviews differ across multiple di-
mensions of review, user, restaurant, and content characteristics?

In this study, we leverage Yelp’s verified elite reviews as a basis for generating synthetic fake reviews using
OpenAI’s GPT-3 model. We conduct an online survey to test the human ability to distinguish between AI-
generated and user-generated authentic reviews. The results reveal that participants struggle to differentiate
between the two types of reviews, likely due to cognitive limitations in detecting patterns from large-scale
data (Kahneman and Tversky 1972). In contrast, we train multiple fake review detection algorithms and
discover that a GPT-3 model fine-tuned on our proposed dataset achieves the best performance, with an F1-
score of 95.48%. Furthermore, instead of relying on filtered reviews as proxies for fake reviews commonly
used in existing literature (Luca 2016; Luca and Zervas 2016; Rayana and Akoglu 2015), we opt for a more
rigorous evaluation of non-filtered reviews, i.e., reviews that pass the Yelp’s filtering system that considers
them as authentic, and are shown on the business pages. Our analysis focuses on potential fake reviews that
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have evaded detection by Yelp’s filtering system. To comprehensively assess these reviews, we examine them
across various dimensions, encompassing review characteristics, user characteristics, restaurant attributes,
and writing style.

This paper has the following contributions. Firstly, in line with previous literature on user-generated fake
reviews, we find that machine-generated reviews tend to exhibit a polarization towards higher star ratings
(e.g., 4-5 stars), and are predominantly posted by users with less established reputations, as evidenced by
their limited review history. Secondly, AI-generated reviews are generally more comprehensible and ex-
hibit less linguistic complexity regarding vocabulary usage than authentic reviews. Finally, a key contribu-
tion of our study is using foot-traffic mobility data to establish a correlation between AI-generated reviews
and restaurant demand. Our findings reveal that machine-generated reviews are more frequently associ-
ated with restaurants that attract fewer customer visits, a reliable proxy indicator of overall demand. This
connection between AI-generated fake reviews and customer visits has not been previously explored or es-
tablished in the existing literature, making our findings valuable to the ongoing research on fake reviews
and their impact on businesses.

Literature Review

Impact of Fake Reviews in Online Markets

Various economic agents, including retailers andplatforms, are known tomanipulate online reviews (Gössling
et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018). Driven by financial incentives, online merchants often distribute fake positive
reviews for their own products or fake negative reviews against competitors’ products (Crawford et al. 2015;
Paul and Nikolaev 2021). For instance, increased review circulation positively impacted revenues for high-
quality restaurants and negatively affected low-quality restaurants (Fang 2022). Moreover, online platforms
tend to circulate fake reviews to boost website traffic, promote customer engagement (Lee et al. 2018), and
increase revenue by generating sales (He et al. 2022). In some cases, individual users might also post fake
content for reward-seeking purposes (Anderson and Simester 2014). Overall, fake reviews undermine infor-
mativeness and information quality (Zhang et al. 2017), diminish review credibility and helpfulness (Agni-
hotri and Bhattacharya 2016; Zhang et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2013), and negatively influence new consumers’
decision-making processes. Existing research has also shown that the proliferation of fake reviews increases
consumer uncertainty (Zhao et al. 2013), leading to customer distrust towards online reviews (DeAndrea et
al. 2018; Filieri et al. 2015; Zhuang et al. 2018) and reducing consumers’ purchase intentions (Munzel 2016;
Xu et al. 2020).

Fake Reviews Detection

Human evaluators have consistently struggled to differentiate user-generated fake reviews from genuine
ones (Crawford et al. 2015). For instance, Ott et al. (2013) surveyed members of the general public to detect
fake reviews, discovering that the best human judge achieved an accuracy of only 65%. Similarly, Ott et al.
(2011) reported a 61% accuracy, while Plotkina et al. (2020) and Sun et al. (2013) recorded human perfor-
mance at average accuracy detection rates of 57% and 52%, respectively. These results indicate that human
evaluators perform at an accuracy level comparable to random guessing. In contrast, automated detection
of user-generated fake reviews, framed as a binary “spam versus non-spam” or “fake versus non-fake” su-
pervised learning problem, has shown promising results (Paul andNikolaev 2021). Benchmarkmodels such
as logistic regression (Liu et al. 2019) and random forest (Zhang et al. 2016) have served as a foundation for
more advanced models like deep convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks (Zhang et
al. 2018). Furthermore, LLMs such as RoBERTa have been successfully employed in fake review detection
tasks, achieving F1 scores as high as 97% (Salminen et al. 2022).
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Fake Reviews Characteristics

Writing Style

Korfiatis et al. (2008) posited that reviews’ readability serves as a proxy for their helpfulness, as consumers
must first read and then comprehend the text to assess their usefulness. Empirical research has further
demonstrated that the likelihood of a review being deemed helpful increases when it is presented in an
easily comprehensible manner (Cao et al. 2011). Hence, several studies theorized that fraudsters might de-
liberately disseminate simple fake content to quickly catch readers’ attention (Agnihotri and Bhattacharya
2016; Li et al. 2013), conceptualizing that fake reviews were easier to comprehend. Empirically, leverag-
ing readability metrics such as the Automated Readability Index (Senter and Smith 1967), Harris (2012)
found that fake deceptive reviews exhibited less writing complexity as compared to truthful ones. However,
no unanimous academic consensus has been established on this finding, because other studies employing
comparable methodologies showed the opposite result (Banerjee and Chua 2014; Yoo and Gretzel 2009).
Also, textual review sentiment has been investigated for its effectiveness and helpfulness (Tang et al. 2014).
As for user-generated fake reviews, consumers realized that more polarized sentiment tones could be surro-
gates for suspicious user-generated content (Liljander et al. 2015). For example, prior research discovered
that fake reviews were richer in positive cues as compared to authentic ones (Banerjee and Chua 2014; Yoo
and Gretzel 2009). Besides, spammers were discovered not capable of expressing true sentiment whenwrit-
ing fake reviews, eventually leading to more polarized opinions (Liu and Pang 2018).

Ratings and Restaurant Characteristics

Extreme sentiment polarity was also detected when considering review ratings (Luca and Zervas 2016),
which are robust complements of review textual sentiment (Cho et al. 2022). In particular, extant litera-
ture affirmed that positive fake reviews were more prevalent than negative ones (Lappas et al. 2016; Zhang
2019). For example, Lappas et al. (2016) found that 56% of fake reviews were positive (4-5 stars) and that
29% were negative (1-2 stars). One hypothesis that may ex-post explain the prevalence of positive fake con-
tent could be that a one-star increase in the Yelp restaurant average rating is associated with a 5-9% revenue
growth (Luca 2016). As for restaurant characteristics, Luca and Zervas (2016) examined how fake restaurant
reviews were present on Yelp. They found that about 16% of the reviews were filtered out as fake or suspi-
cious, and that restaurants with fewer associated reviews were more likely to submit positive fake reviews to
enhance their reputation. Luca and Zervas (2016) also segmented restaurants into chain (e.g., McDonald’s,
Burger King, Subway, etc.) and non-chain, finding the former ones less likely to display positive fake con-
tent, because their revenue is not significantly affected by their rating (Luca 2016), and because they may
incur high reputation costs if caught (Mayzlin et al. 2014).

User Characteristics

Fake reviews can also be identified by user behavior, i.e., spammers’ characteristics. For example, Sand-
ulescu andEster (2015) describe the concept of singleton reviews, which is the phenomenon of users posting
only one (fake) review. Because of that one-to-one relationship, spotting and tracking activities of singleton
review spammers is challenging (Rayana and Akoglu 2015). Barbado et al. (2019) defined four subsets of
user-centric features to analyze Yelp reviews: personal profile features (e.g., profiles description), social in-
teraction features (e.g., user number of friends), review activity features (e.g., number of previous reviews),
and trust information features (e.g., number of photos posted). Here, they leveraged supervised machine
learning techniques to classify fake versus authentic reviews, showing that review activity features were the
most relevant in terms of classification accuracy. Inherent to our paper, they also described how accounts
associated with consistent spamming of fake user-generated content displayed fewer friends, fewer photos
posted, and fewer reviews as compared to accounts conducting a genuine activity. Similarly, Luca andZervas
(2016) found congruent results.
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Research Design

This section describes the methodology employed to answer the study’s RQs. We outline how: (1) collected
data and generated fake GPT-3 reviews, (2) asked human judges and implemented machine learning algo-
rithms to detect them, and (3) inferred and explained the predictions of machine-generated and authentic
reviews on a set of unverified reviews. Figure 1 illustrates the GPT-3 pipeline from fake review generation
to detection. As of 2022, GPT-3 is a state-of-the-art LLM developed by OpenAI that has gained consid-
erable attention due to its impressive performance in a wide range of language-related tasks (Brown et al.
2020). Contextually, its applications such as ChatGPT are experiencing mass adoption (Heikkilä 2022).
GPT-3 learns language patterns on an unprecedented scale, outputting human-like text. Generating text
using LLMs is referred to as “prompt engineering”, which involves optimizing the input called the prompt
for the desired model response. It involves selecting length, language, and context for relevant, accurate,
and useful output (Liu et al. 2023). Effective prompt engineering is crucial for high-quality content such
as machine-generated fake reviews (Ouyang et al. 2022). In summary, the power and versatility of GPT-3
make it a valuable methodology for both text generation and detection.

Figure 1. GPT-3 Methodology From Fake Review Generation To Detection

Data Collection

We accessed the 2021 to mid-2022 New York City restaurant mobility data from the company SafeGraph to
collect a dataset of restaurants (https://www.safegraph.com). New York City was selected because it offers a
variety of restaurants serving distinct culinary tastes within an international setting, thereby providing suf-
ficient heterogeneity for our study. Next, we scraped all restaurant-related customer reviews from Yelp that
had already passed its filtering system after 2020. Tomitigate misinformation, Yelp has been implementing
a filtering system to display the most reliable reviews on restaurant web pages (McCluskey 2022), making
it a trustworthy preliminary gate to block fake content (Mukherjee et al. 2013). However, OpenAI released
its API in late 2020, so we conjectured that “AI crowdturfing” campaigns were implemented after that year,
given the API’s easy accessibility and low usage costs (price rates in the next section). “AI crowdturfing”
may be defined as campaigns that use AI systems (such as automated bots) to produce and distribute fake
reviews with the aim of manipulating online reputations (Tricomi et al. 2022; Yao et al. 2017). In total, we
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collected 177,410 reviews connected to 5,959 restaurants, divided into 131,266 non-elite and 46,144 elite re-
views. Each example includes the review text, the date it was posted, the rating, the poster’s Yelp elite status,
the poster’s number of previous reviews, and the poster’s number of uploaded photos. Then, we enriched
the data by (1) querying the Yelp official API downloading restaurant-related variables (each review was
connected to), such as the average rating and the price level, and (2) including the raw number of visits and
the normalized number of visits by the total visits (in the New York state) from the original SafeGraph data.
SafeGraph collects visit data by leveraging various data sources, including GPS,Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth signals
from visitors’ mobile devices. The company uses a combination of these signals to determine the temporal
location of devices in the physical world. Then it aggregates this information to create a comprehensive
dataset of visit information. Overall, SafeGraph datasets have been extensively used in diverse research
domains, including public health (Chang et al. 2022), and impact of mobility restrictions and compliance
(Charoenwong et al. 2020), among others.

Fake Reviews Generation

After collecting the main data, we used the OpenAI publicly available GPT-3 API to build a dataset of fake
reviews (https://openai.com/api). As of 2022, four different GPT-3 sub-models could be chosen at dif-
ferent price rates: Ada (0.0004$ / 1K tokens), Babbage (0.0005$ / 1K tokens), Curie (0.0020$ / 1K to-
kens), and Davinci (0.0200$ / 1K tokens). A token roughly corresponds to one English word. Naturally,
the higher the price rate, the more accurate the model instruction-following. A higher price rate also trans-
lates into larger model sizes, as measured by the number of parameters, which are not officially disclosed
by OpenAI. Simply put, a larger number of parameters leads to increased performance. We then randomly
sampled 12,000 reviews from the 46,144 elite reviews representing 4,994 restaurants and used the elite-
sampled texts as prompts to generate related fake reviews. Incorporating elite reviews into the prompt aims
to generate machine-generated fake reviews that closely mimic their sophistication, i.e., high-quality, as
our analysis focuses on reviews that have evaded detection from the Yelp filtering system. Elite reviews
are written by elite users, who Yelp thoroughly verifies (Zhang et al. 2020), and their reviews are accom-
panied by an elite badge, which indicates the reviewer’s status at the time when the data was collected.
Users are incentivized to obtain an elite status to access new features on the Yelp platform, as well as spe-
cial offers, discounts, or promotions from local businesses, among others (Wang et al. 2021). According
to Yelp, to apply for an elite membership, a user is expected to have consistently posted thoughtful re-
views, uploaded beautiful pictures, and up-voted others’ reviews. Therefore, we assume that elite reviews
are a reliable proxy of information reflecting real customers’ opinions. Practically, to fabricate synthetic
fake reviews, we utilized the default prompt that OpenAI provides for restaurant fake review generation
(https://platform.openai.com/examples/default-restaurant-review):

“Write a restaurant review based on these notes:
Name: <EXAMPLE RESTAURANT NAME>
<EXAMPLE ELITE REVIEW TEXT>”

The adoption of the default prompt allows for a favorable compromise between easy accessibility and high
text generation quality. For each fake review generation, we randomly selected one model between Curie
andDavinci with equal probability. Also, we randomly sampled the Temperature value, a hyper-parameter
controlling the randomness of the generated text, from U ∼ (0.3, 0.7). A value of 0 generates a deterministic
and repetitive text and 1 vice versa. All the other hyper-parameters were kept as default. For later use, the
final dataset of 24,000 reviews, equally balanced between authentic and fake reviews, was split into 80%
training and 20% testing.

Fake Reviews Detection

We employed (1) members of the general public and (2) implemented machine learning solutions to detect
machine-generated fake reviews.

Firstly, we ran a survey in which each respondent was asked to select the machine-generated review from a
set of review pairs. We sampled 15 review pairs from the training set to “train” the respondents for the task,
with each pair containing one human-generated review and one AI-generated review and related ground-
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truth answers. Similarly, we sampled 40 review pairs from the test set and used those as survey questions.
Participants were shown the training examples before accessing the questions. Additionally, the reviews
were paired assuring length comparability (max 30 words difference) and sentiment comparability at the
aggregate level, meaning that the same number of positive, neutral, and negative reviews occurred both for
fake and real reviews. For completeness, reviews in the dataset are about 140 words in length on average
(std 75). In relation to the response options, a third alternative, “Cannot decide. I’m unsure”, was included
to enable study participants to indicate their uncertainty instead of having to resort to a random guess. This
additional response choice aimed to enhance the accuracy and reliability of the survey data collected by
reducing the impact of arbitrary guessing, which may compromise the validity of the study. The order of
the questions was randomly spread across the survey form, and two questions were converted into attention
checks tomonitor the respondents’ care. In the attention checks, we explicitly solicited participants to select
one option. The survey was then sent to 90 random participants in the US through the Prolific platform, and
they were paid about $8.30 per hour. After removing 10 attempts because of at least one inattentive answer,
we counted 80 valid responses related to 38 questions, totaling 3,040 single-question responses.

Secondly, as for machine learning solutions, we fine-tuned a pre-trained GPTNeo model to classify fake
versus real reviews. GPT models belong to the family of transformer models, which have become state-of-
the-art inNLP and computer vision. The reasonwhy transformermodels are powerful is that they rely on the
attention mechanism (Vaswani et al. 2017), allowing the network to mainly focus on the most relevant parts
of the input sequence. GPTNeo is designed using EleutherAI’s replication of the GPT-3 architecture, which
currently is OpenAI’s proprietary software. As such, GPTNeo is a scale-up of the GPT and GPT-2 models
(Radford et al. 2019). Practically, we accessed a 125 million parameters pre-trained version from Hugging-
face (https://huggingface.co/EleutherAI/gpt-neo-125M), and fine-tuned it with our generated fake restau-
rant reviews dataset. We benchmarked GPTNeo with other machine learning models such as Bidirectional-
LSTM (BiLSTM), Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), XGBoost (XGB), and
GPT-2. We also benchmarked it to the current official open-source OpenAI’s RoBERTa model for GPT fake
text detection (Solaiman et al. 2019). For LR, NB, RF and XGB we trained with 5-fold cross-validation on
the training set and reported the results on the test set. Here, review texts were represented with a bag-of-
words approach, which tokenizes text into individual words and then counts the frequency of those words in
each document. While for the deep learning models (BiLSTM, GPT-2, and GPTNeo), we extracted another
20% partition from the training set as validation data since computing 5-fold cross-validation is computa-
tionally expensive. Here, review texts were tokenized using Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE), which is a byte-level
data compression algorithm used to segment words into subword units by iteratively merging the most fre-
quently occurring pairs of adjacent bytes. We trained using theAdamWoptimizer default hyper-parameters,
using a learning rate of 1e-4, decaying it by a factor of 0.1 every 5 epochs, a batch size of 1, and early-stopping
at 10 epochs. For theGPTNeo, we computed the optimal classification threshold at each epoch by optimizing
Youden’s J statistics in the validation set, calculated as the difference between the true positives rate and
false positives rate (Salminen et al. 2022). Finally, the best weights and classification threshold were saved,
and evaluation was performed on the test set. For all the models, we reported the accuracy score, precision
score, recall score, and F1 score.

Inference on Non-Elite Reviews

With the best GPTNeo classifier, we performed inference on the 131,266 unverified non-elite reviews, de-
termining the probability of each one being machine-generated. Each example review incorporates a re-
view-based variable, i.e., the review rating given by the review poster together with the review text (Rating),
distributed as a 1 to 5 Likert scale; user-based variables, i.e., the user’s number of friends (#Friends), the
user’s number of previously posted reviews (#Reviews), and the user’s number of previously posted photos
(#Photos); and restaurant-based variables, i.e., the restaurant’s average rating computed by Yelp from all
the reviews that passed its filtering system (AvgRating), the price level (PriceLevel), i.e., the average price
per person denoted as “$”: under $10, “$$”: $10–$30, “$$$”: $31–$60 and “$$$$”: over $60, the total
number of reviews posted by customers (#RestReviews), the chain status (ChainStatus), computed adopting
Zhang and Luo (2023) approach, which counts the number of unique restaurant names in the dataset, and
assigns those appearingmore than five times as belonging to a restaurant chain (e.g.,McDonald’s, Starbucks,
Burger King, etc.), the number of customer visits between 2021 and mid-2022 (#Visits), and the normal-
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ized number of visits (NormVisits), multiplied by 1,000 for easier readability. Afterward, classification was
performed with a sensitivity analysis approach at the [.5, .6, .7, .8, .9, .99, and J∗] classification thresholds.
For each threshold t, we separated predicted machine-generated versus authentic reviews, and performed
ANOVA for each aforementioned variable to inspect differences across the two predicted categories. This
methodology was adopted because the labels about whether non-elite reviews were AI-generated were not
available. Thus, different thresholds were tested to examine the sensitivity and robustness of predictions.

Finally, we conducted a robustness test to evaluate GPTNeo’s accuracy in classifying generated reviews from
older GPT models. We further collected 12,000 elite pre-GPT-3 reviews representing the same restaurants
and used a GPT-2 model to generate an equivalent number of fake reviews based on the prompt illustrated
in Subsection Fake Reviews Generation. Then, GPTNeo was employed for the classification of both the
elite (authentic) and GPT-2-generated (fake) reviews. This test provides increased confidence in GPTNeo’s
ability to identify reviews produced by older GPTmodels, thus making the analysis more temporally robust.

Writing Style: Explaining the Predictions

In our context, writing style refers to how a textual review is constructed by thewriter, sentence-by-sentence,
and word-by-word. We believe that humans and machines have different writing styles, with the latter
beingmore repetitive, more predictable, and less sophisticated than the former. We considered three classes
of metrics to evaluate the writing style of each non-elite review: perplexity-based, readability-based, and
sentiment-based metrics. Perplexity-based metrics include Perplexity (PPL) and Textual Coherence (TC).
As in Equation 1, PPL is defined as the exponential average negative log-likelihood of a sequence of words
wi, wi+1 . . . wi+t.

PPL(W ) = exp

[
−1

t

t∑
1

log p(wi|w<i)

]
(1)

In simple terms, it measures the conditional probability that each word follows its preceding one. PPL
is one of the most widely adopted metrics to optimize and evaluate the accuracy of LLMs, with low PPL
values implying better accuracy. Notably, LLMs tend to generate common words more often as opposed to
unusual vocabulary (Heikkilä 2022). Therefore, unless carefully prompted, LLMs may generate text that is
less sophisticated than human-written one in terms of lexical terminology, outputting text with relatively
low PPL values. Next, by breaking a review into a sequence of sentences, we introduce Textual Coherence
(TC). TC is defined as the presence of semantic relations among sentences. In simple words, given a corpus
containing a set of sentences that when viewed independently convey a valid meaning, if by reading them
sequentially nomeaning is conveyed, then the corpus is not coherent. Tomeasure TC, we deployed the Zero-
Shot Shuffle Test (Laban et al. 2021). For each review, we generated many random sentence permutations,
scored each of them using Equation 1, and subtracted the original PPL score, obtaining a per-review set of
perplexity changes, which were averaged to determine TC. Some reviews were lengthy, causing a significant
computational cost due to permutation generation. To cope, we selected a subset of s sentences such that
s = min(n, 5). This was done to avoid the high computational cost of generating all possible permutations
(O(n!)), and because 5 per-review permutations are still computationally feasible to be scored. Finally, PPL
and TC were calculated using a general purpose pre-trained 125-million-parameter GPTNeo model.

As for readability-based metrics instead, we considered the following metrics: Automated Readability In-
dex (ARI) (Senter and Smith 1967) and Number of Difficult Words (#DW ). ARI is one of the most widely
adopted readability indices to evaluate the readability of a given text. In particular, it has already been used
to evaluate the readability of online reviews (Harris 2012; Hu et al. 2012). As in Equation 2, ARI decom-
poses the text into basic structural elements such as the number of characters (#Chars), number of words
(#Words), and number of sentences (#Sentences).

ARI = 4.71
#Chars

#Words
+ 0.5

#Words

#Sentences
− 21.43 (2)

Unlike other readability indices, the main advantage of ARI is that it relies on the number of characters per
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word and not on the number of syllables per word, therefore beingmore accurate to calculate for a computer.
Also, the interpretation of ARI is straightforward, as its output produces an approximated representation
of the US-grade education level needed to understand the text. For example, an ARI of 9.2 indicates that a
9th-grade student can understand the text. Simply put, the higher the ARI score, the higher the difficulty
in text comprehension for an average interlocutor. Next, #DW is the count of difficult words present in a
text. By looking at the Dale-Chall Word List (Dale and Chall 1948), which contains approximately 3,000
familiar words known by an average 5th-grade student, if a word is not present in the list, then it is labeled as
difficult. Finally, the only sentiment-basedmetric considered is the SiEBERT Sentiment score (Hartmann et
al. 2023). SiEBERT is based on a RoBERTa architecture and fine-tuned on 15 different datasets. Its output
ranges from -1 (negative) to +1 (positive).

To sum up, we scored each review with the perplexity-based, readability-based, and sentiment-based met-
rics. Afterward, for each metric, we performed ANOVA to inspect differences across the predicted machine-
generated versus real reviews at each classification threshold t as earlier introduced.

Results

Human Evaluations versus Model Evaluations

Surveyed people from the general public only attained an average accuracy score of 57.13% (std 13.57%) net
of the answers they refrained from answering, meaning that humans were only 7.13% better than random
guessing (=50%) in our experimental setting. Besides, we recorded an average abstention rate (i.e., selecting
the “Cannot Decide. I’m unsure” option) of 11.15% (std 12.66%). Therefore, humans were not effectively
capable of distinguishing GPT-3machine-generated content from user-generated one. Conversely, machine
learning algorithms attained significantly better performance than human evaluators. In Table 1 we provide
the classification report of the classifiers.

Model Accuracy % Precision % Recall % F1-score %
OpenAI 76.78 84.87 64.98 73.60
NB 83.48 93.62 71.72 81.22
RF 82.39 84.61 79.01 81.72
XGB 83.18 86.59 78.38 82.28
LR 85.07 87.00 82.34 84.61
BiLSTM 93.71 93.09 93.09 93.09
GPT-2 94.63 94.57 94.65 94.61
GPTNeo 95.21 94.74 95.70 95.22
GPTNeo@J 95.51 95.80 95.15 95.48

Table 1. Classification Report On The Test Set

Surpassing all the benchmarks, GPTNeo models ranked as top performers. Specifically, the GPTNeo max-
imizing accuracy after calculating the Youden’s J statistics as the optimal classification threshold in the
validation set achieves the best performance (GPTNeo@J). Convergence occurred at the 2nd epoch, with
optimal J∗=.5708. Overall, GPTNeo@J significantly outperforms human evaluators and OpenAI’s official
benchmark by 38.38% and 18.73% accuracy, respectively. Finally, coherent with the accuracy in classifying
GPT-3-generated fake reviews, we recorded 94.41%and96.59%GPTNeo@Jaccuracies in classifyingGPT-2-
generated fake reviews and their respective elite counterparts used for generation, respectively. With these
findings, we applied the optimized GPTNeo@J model for inference on the unverified non-elite reviews.

ANOVA Results

Unless differently specified, ANOVA results are discussed at the significance level α = .05 and at the op-
timized classification threshold J∗ =.5708. In Table 2, we provide a per-variable summary with averages
for predicted human-written reviews and AI-generated fake reviews, respectively. Out of a total of 131,266
non-elite reviews posted from 2021 onward, 8.48% were predicted as machine-generated. This percentage
monotonically decreases as the threshold t is increased. For instance, at t=.99, only .10% of reviews were
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detected as AI-generated.

Name Category Humans AI F-statistic
Rating Review 3.94 4.37 914.91***
#Friends User 71.19 65.60 10.45**
#Reviews User 44.21 32.84 78.46***
#Photos User 66.81 32.49 22.96***
AvgRating Restaurant 3.97 4.00 41.84***
PriceLevel Restaurant 2.24 2.22 3.52
#RestReviews Restaurant 743.68 788.39 18.61***
#Visits Restaurant 3004 2866 5.22*
NormVisits Restaurant 0.19 0.18 5.18*
ChainStatus Restaurant 0.14 0.14 0.04
Perplexity Writing 78.70 83.38 14.01***
Coherence Writing 25.31 21.20 3.33
ARI Writing 7.05 6.82 13.35***
#DW Writing 10.70 6.76 1847.82***
Sentiment Writing 0.47 0.71 779.17***

Table 2. ANOVA (J∗=.5708). *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Review-based and User-based

For the review Rating, and the users’ #Reviews, #Friends and #Photos all differences were statistically
significant. Here, reviews classified as machine-generated were given a higher average star Rating (+.43,
p<.001). As for user-based variables, predicted machine-generated reviews were posted by users with a
lower average number of #Friends (-5.59, p<.01), a lower average number of previously posted #Reviews
(-11.37, p<.001), and a lower average number of previously posted #Photos (-34.32, p<.001). In Figure 2,
we show a sensitivity analysis considering other thresholds t of classification (yellow and green subplots).
Overall, Rating and #Reviews exhibited statistically significant up-trend and downtrend divergences for
each t, respectively, while #Photos and #Friends no longer demonstrated statistical significance at t=.99
and from t=.6, respectively.

Restaurant-based

We observed that predicted machine-generated reviews were associated with restaurants with a higher Av-
gRating (+.03, p<.001). However, we acknowledge the modest practical implications that such a minimal
difference may bring about. Then, we documented statistical significance for #RestReviews. Predicted fake
reviews were connected to restaurants that displayed a greater average number of reviews available (+44.71,
p<.001). The opposite was observed for the average #Visits, in which predicted AI-generated reviews were
linked to restaurants that received fewer customer visits from 2021 to mid-2022 (-138, p<.05). This result
was strengthened byNormVisits (-.01, p<.05). Finally, no significant differences were noticed for theChain-
Status and the PriceLevel (p>.05). In Figure 2, we show a sensitivity analysis considering other thresholds
t of classification (blue subplots). Overall, #RestReviews, #Visits and NormVisits exhibited statistical sig-
nificance for each t, except for t=.99.

Writing Style

AI-generated fake reviews showed a higher average Perplexity (+4.68, p<.001). However, Perplexity also
displayed a statistically significant downtrendwhen increasing the classification threshold t (p<.05), eventu-
ally scoring lower than for predicted human-generated reviews from t>.7. Instead, when consideringTextual
Coherence no statistical significance was observed (p>.05). Figure 2 shows the sensitivity analysis (orange
subplots). As for readability-basedmetrics, predicted AI-generated fake reviewswere discovered to bemore
readable and less difficult to comprehend compared to the human-generated ones. Both average ARI and
average #DW scored lower for machine-generated content, (-.23, p<.001) and (-3.94, p<.001), respectively.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity Analysis. Optimal J∗=.5708 Highlighted In Blue
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Lastly, forSentiment, we observed that predictedmachine-generated reviews had amore positive tone (+.24,
p<.001). Overall, Sentiment displayed a statistically significant up-trend divergence for each t. ARI was no
longer statistically significant at t=.99. Finally, differences in #DW were statistically significant for each t.

Discussion

To address RQ1, we described how human evaluators systematically fail at detecting GPT-3 AI-generated
content in the domain of restaurant reviews (57.13% accuracy), extending findings from studies that em-
ployed human judges to unsatisfactorily detect user-generated fake reviews to the realm of GPT-generated
fake reviews (≤ 65%accuracy rates) (Ott et al. 2011; Plotkina et al. 2020; Sun et al. 2013). In otherwords, hu-
mans are not capable of distinguishing neither user-generated nor machine-generated fake reviews. In con-
trast, AI-generated fake reviews can be effectively detected usingmodels based on the equivalent GPT struc-
ture (GPTNeo@J, +38.38% accuracy, 4.49% out-of-sample error on our crafted dataset). Such disparity in
performance between humans and machines could possibly be attributed to human cognitive limitations at
detecting patterns from large-scale unstructured data (Kahneman and Tversky 1972). In our experiment,
before presenting the survey questions, we “trained” the respondents by showing 15 question-answers pairs
from the same distribution to give context for the task. However, human learners encountered challenges
when attempting to acquire new knowledge within the complex and unfamiliar context of fake reviews de-
tection. Specifically, onemajor limitationmay be attributed to the limited attention span of humans, which,
in turn, may lead to information overload (Navon and Miller 2002). Additionally, confirmation bias can
influence pattern recognition by causing individuals to overlook or dismiss patterns that do not align with
their earlier established (wrong) expectations (Nickerson 1998). Yet, another challengemay be posed by the
presence of complexity and noise in the semantic structure of online reviews (Wickens et al. 2015). To cope,
deep learning algorithms helped to address complexity of textual data by automating the process of pattern
recognition, which is beneficial when dealingwith large volumes of data (e.g., in fake review detection tasks).

We then applied the best GPTNeo@J model (J∗=.5708) to our sample of unverified customer reviews pub-
lished after 2020 that had already passed the Yelp filtering system, documenting that 8.48% of them were
predicted asmachine-generated. In comparison, prior research onYelp reported filtering out user-generated
fake reviews at estimated rates around 16% (Luca and Zervas 2016). However, it would be misleading to
conclude that the incidence of machine-generated fake reviews is about half that of user-generated fake re-
views, because (1) our GPTNeo@J has an error rate of 4.49% on the test set, and (2) Yelp does not publicly
open-source the algorithm behind its filtering system. Therefore, the impossibility of directly comparing
the two filtering methodologies, added to the GPTNeo@J error rate, is one limitation of our study. Lastly,
we conducted a robustness test by applying GPTNeo@J on a set of 12,000 GPT-2-generated fake reviews
and the elite counterparts used for their generation, recording 94.41% and 96.59% accuracies, respectively.
These results alignwithGPTNeo@Jaccuracy on the test set forGPT-3-generated reviews detection (95.51%),
demonstrating that GPTNeo@J effectively identifies fake reviews generated from older GPT models, thus
making the analysis more temporally robust.

Firstly, we observed thatmachine-generated reviews score a higher averageRating compared to the human-
generated ones (+.43, p<.001), with an upward divergence at each sequential t strengthening our result. This
finding is congruent with conclusions on user-generated fake reviews from Luca and Zervas (2016), who
documented that user-generated fake reviews have a bimodal distribution with spikes at 1 and 5 stars, and
fromLappas et al. (2016), who singled out 56%of positive reviews (4-5 stars) out of 15,000Yelp fake reviews.
Extant literature may justify our result, suggesting that economic agents seeking to bolster or restore their
reputation may be more likely to engage in the self-promotion of falsely positive reviews (Luca and Zervas
2016) because a 1-star increase in the Yelp average rating is linked with a 5-9% revenue growth (Luca 2016).

Secondly, consistent with prior observations on user-generated fake reviews (Barbado et al. 2019; Luca and
Zervas 2016), users that postmachine-generated reviews have less established Yelp reputations as compared
to those that allegedly post real content: fewer previously posted #Reviews (-11.37, p<.001), fewer #Friends
(-5.59, p<.01), and fewer previously posted #Photos (-34.32, p<.001). Such diminished engagement levels
might indicate an inclination toward spamming activities. It might be logical to presume that fraudsters
engaging in spamming behavior would demonstrate lower levels of activity on a given platform. This might
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be due to their employment of rotating accounts to disseminate fabricated content, whichmight justify their
lack of interest in cultivating reliable and trustworthy reputations within the Yelp community.

Thirdly, regarding restaurant-based variables, our study found no significant impact of AI-generated re-
views on the overall average restaurant rating, price level, and chain status. Specifically, the very marginal
difference of +.03 (p<.001) in AvgRating lacks practical relevance since humans are not affected by such
a small difference. Moreover, no difference in AI-generated reviews from either PriceLevel or ChainStatus
showed any statistical significance. However, our findings on machine-generated reviews are in contrast
with prior research from user-generated fake reviews concerning chain restaurants, as Luca and Zervas
(2016) found that they are less likely to display fake content to protect their brand reputation, and the num-
ber of total reviews (#RestReviews, +44.71, p<.001). Yet, Luca and Zervas (2016) posited that restaurants
have a stronger incentive to post fake reviewswhen few reviews are available, because themarginal benefit of
each additional review is higher as Yelp displays the average rating as an indicator of customer satisfaction.

Interestingly, by leveraging the power of the SafeGraph data, which reports the estimated per-restaurant
number of customer visits (#Visits), we concluded that restaurants that displayed more machine-generated
reviews totaled fewer customer visits (-138, p<.05). To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the
first analysis leveraging real users’ visits to describe how fake reviews correlate with customer visits in the
hospitality sector. Also, this finding raises novel research questions to investigate the influence of fabricated
reviews on business performance. This research direction is motivated by the need to gain a deeper under-
standing of the potential effects of fake reviews on consumer behavior, which can inform business strategies
and policies to promote transparency in online marketplaces.

Finally, we inspected the writing style of the two predicted review categories. As for perplexity-based met-
rics, our results suggest that perplexity exhibits a downtrend pattern when applied to sequential thresholds
of classification t. Specifically, our findings indicated that, at t<.7, the average Perplexity of predicted AI-
generated reviews was higher than for human-generated text (p<.01), whereas it was lower at t>.7 (p<.05).
Additionally, Textual Coherence was not found to be statistically significant at any threshold. The pattern
of Perplexitymay be explained by analyzing how LLMs are developed and generate text. LLMs are trained
by predicting the next most likely token in a sequence of words, minimizing textual perplexity, being more
likely to output common words instead of rare words (Heikkilä 2022). Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that AI-generated texts have lower perplexity in comparison to human-generated ones, meaning that LLMs
demonstrate reduced uncertainty in generating text. In other words, perplexity may reflect the likelihood
of a text being machine-generated, with lower values indicating a higher probability of machine generation.
Our study reports a statistically significant downtrend in Perplexity for AI-generated text across all thresh-
olds t (see Figure 2). Higher values of t can be interpreted as a higher level of confidence in classifying text as
AI-generated. Therefore, we conjecture that as our confidence in classification increases, the likelihood of
misclassifying an AI-generated text decreases, thus leading to lower perplexity. Our findings are consistent
with this conjecture. In practical terms, because of lower Perplexity, AI-generated reviews exhibit greater
word predictability, yet they may lack word originality and creativity, as well as potentially be repetitive.

Next, as for readability-based metrics, we showed that machine-generated reviews bear a higher degree
of comprehension, necessitating a lower educational grade to be understood, as measured by ARI (-.23,
p<.001) and #DW (-3.94, p<.001). These findings are congruent with Harris (2012), but different from
Yoo and Gretzel (2009) on user-generated fake reviews. In our sample, predicted human-generated reviews
and AI-generated reviews score ARI values of 7.05 and 6.82, respectively, meaning that they can be under-
stood by average 7th and 6th-grade US students, respectively. Written content that is easily comprehensible
can reduce the cognitive load on readers’ information processing capabilities, potentially attracting a larger
readership and positively affecting the perceived helpfulness of reviews (Agnihotri and Bhattacharya 2016).
As for sentiment, aligned with Banerjee and Chua (2014), Liu and Pang (2018), and Yoo and Gretzel (2009),
AI-generated fake reviews presented a more positive tone (Sentiment, +.24, p<.001). Spammers adopting
AI-solutions may be deliberately employed to alter customers’ perceptions by prompting GPTmodels to use
exaggerated language that translates into more polarized (positive) sentiment polarities. This is also con-
gruent with our previous result that AI-generated fake reviews tend to have higher average ratings (+.43,
p<.001), as both variables are closely intertwined (Cho et al. 2022).
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This study is not without limitations. Firstly, we restricted the analysis to the city of New York to avoid
sampling biases. However, we cannot conclude whether the results can be generalized to other areas. Sec-
ondly, we relied on the SafeGraph dataset to collect restaurant reviews. Yet, SafeGraph does not disclose the
exact data collection methodology for selecting example restaurants, leaving us with uncertainty about the
representativeness of the dataset. Thirdly, we only adopted one prompt template to generate fake reviews
and used elite reviews as a source of information for GPT-3 during the generation phase. This strategy al-
lowed us to fabricate high-quality machine-generated fake reviews, as demonstrated by the human inability
to detect them even after being trained for the task. However, we acknowledge that spammersmay have dif-
ferent expertise with prompting LLMs, thus the complexity of the generated content may accordingly vary.
Fourthly, we only relied on 2021 and 2022 inferential data, because OpenAI’s GPT API was proprietarily
released in late 2020. However, years 2021 and early 2022 were still affected by the COVID-19 pandemic,
thus weakening our results as compared to ordinary years, as local lockdowns may have been imposed by
New York authorities, potentially changing customers’ behavior. It may be reasonable to point out that re-
sults about the number of customers’ visits may be subjected to changes during ordinary times. Fifthly, we
highlight that when filtering out reviews at t=.99 only about 130 AI-generated fake reviews were singled out,
reducing statistical power in ANOVA. Lastly and importantly, we do not provide any causal interpretation
to the empirical results found both inRQ1 andRQ2, preventing us from drawing cause-effect conclusions.

Conclusion

Disseminating fake reviews has becomemore accessible and cheaper than ever after advances in LLMs such
as ChatGPT. Such accessibility may amplify the proliferation of “AI crowdturfing” campaigns aimed at dis-
torting user experiences on social media. This study proves that GPT machine-generated fake reviews can
easily deceive readers, because of purported humans’ cognitive limitations in dissecting machine-generated
fake content from the authentic one. As the technology used to generate fake reviews becomes more ad-
vanced, review platformsmust keep pace with technological advancements to ensure they can detect and re-
move such content effectively. To this end, we implemented AI-based detection and description ofmachine-
generated fake reviews that had already passed the Yelp filtering system across review-based, user-based,
restaurant-based, and writing style characteristics, showing that fake reviews tend to have a higher rat-
ing, that users posting more AI-generated content have less established Yelp reputations, and that such
AI-generated reviews are easier to understand and less sophisticated in terms of vocabulary as compared
to the human-generated ones. These findings are mostly aligned with conclusions from extant literature on
user-generated fake reviews, meaning that machine-generated fake reviews may serve the same purposes
as fake human-generated ones do. Notably, without providing causal claims, we also described how restau-
rants displaying more machine-generated fake content are subjected to fewer customer visits. Up to now,
no study has investigated how fake reviews correlate with customer visits as a proxy for restaurant demand.
Thus, we also intend to open novel research questions in this direction.
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